Topography of methanogenic subpopulations in a microbial consortium adapting to thermophilic conditions
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The microanatomy of a granular, methanogenic, microbial consortium (granule) was investigated by applying histochemical techniques and light microscopy. The granules were obtained from a full-scale, mesophilic, upflow anaerobic-sludge blanket (UASB) bioreactor and were inoculated into laboratory-scale counterparts with a defined substrate in which they were maintained for several weeks before shifting to thermophilic conditions. Samples for analysis were collected from the original inoculum, and from the laboratory-scale bioreactors before and after the temperature shift. Four months after this shift, the basic architectural plan of the granules was found to comprise a core or medulla, and a peripheral zone or cortex bounded by denser layers, and a spongy matrix formed by microbes and intercellular material. Also, five methanogenic subpopulations known to occur in these 4-month thermophilic granules were mapped to elucidate their spatial arrangement using immunofluorescence with antibody probes of predefined specificity spectra on histologic thin sections. Each subpopulation showed a distinctive distribution pattern; e.g. elongated surface and inner colonies for the methanogen antigenically related to *Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum* AH, packets and cellular cords for the methanosarcina related to *Methanosarcina thermophila* TM1, bundles for *Methunothrix* rods, and dense or sparse lawns for the methanogens antigenically related to *Methanobrevibacter arboriphilus* AZ and *Methanobrevibacter smithii* ALI, respectively. These features were absent from, or much less developed in, the original inoculum granules, and before the temperature shift or even 1 week thereafter. All granules showed the same basic architecture involving a cortex and a medulla, but the inner texture of the mesophilic granules was considerably more compact than that of the 4-month thermophilic granules. Thus, the topography of methanogenic subpopulations and some structural details of the 4-month thermophilic granules seem to be the result of adaptation to environmental factors such as temperature, the same way as the array of methanogenic species and their numbers were found to be in previous work.

Introduction

Microbial associations in consortia have been the subject of study by several laboratories (Bochem *et al.*, 1982; Chartrain & Zeikus, 1986; Dubourguier *et al.*, 1988; Dolfing, 1987; MacLeod *et al.*, 1990; Stams *et al.*, 1989; Zellner & Winter, 1987). Consortia may appear as films or granules, and are formed by groups of different microbes that associate to build up a functional unit. These associations occur in many natural and manufactured ecosystems (Costerton *et al.*, 1987; Ford & Mitchell, 1990; Hamilton, 1987; Hulshoff Pol *et al.*, 1983; Margulis *et al.*, 1986; de Zeeuw, 1988), but they are incompletely characterized and their mechanism of formation is poorly understood. To make progress in these areas, experimental models are necessary. In this regard, anaerobic methanogenic bioreactors are convenient since substrate (i.e. carbon and energy sources) and temperature can be controlled. In these bioreactors, at least three distinct groups of microbes participate: acidogenic, acetogenic and methanogenic bacteria (Chartrain & Zeikus, 1986; Dubourguier *et al.*, 1988;
We (Visser et al., 1991) have recently identified and quantified the methanogenic bacteria (methanogens) present in cell suspensions prepared from granules of mesophilic, upflow anaerobic-sludge blanket (UASB) bioreactors (Hulshoff Pol et al., 1983; Lettinga et al., 1980) and in cell suspensions from the same granules after shifting the temperature to achieve thermophilic conditions, in a known substrate. The granules were examined at various time-points before and after shifting the temperature to achieve thermophilic conditions, in a known substrate. The granules were completely surrounded. The granules were then transferred to a Histo-Prep capsule (Fisher Scientific) and placed in 70% (v/v) ethanol for 6 h. Next, the granules were dehydrated and waxed in an automated Autotechnicon Ultra (Technicon Instruments). Following this process, the tissue paper was removed and the granules were embedded in paraffin (Amerifin Tissue Embedding Medium, Stephens Scientific Division of Cornwell Corp.) in tissue-embedding moulds topped with an Histo-Prep embedding ring (Fisher Scientific) using a tissue-embedding centre (Tissue Tek II System, Miles Laboratories). Sections (5 μm) were obtained from cooled blocks using a model 820 microtome (American Optical). The ribbon of cut sections was placed on a tissue-floating bath (Boekel) and then collected on the circles of printed glass SIA-slides (Cel-Line Associates) (Macario & Conway de Macario, 1985) with heavy Telfon coating and three circles 14 mm across per slide. The sections were fixed to the slides by drying at 60 °C for 2 h, which also removed part of the wax. The rest of the wax was removed using a clearing-area device (Tissue Tek II). The sections were then stained with either one or another of these procedures: haematoxylin/eosin, Gram (Brown and Brenns'), periodic acid/Schiff (PAS) and silver impregnation (Grocott's) following standard protocols (Luna, 1968).

**Granules**

A series of 5 litre laboratory-scale UASB bioreactors with acetate/propionate/butyrate (3:1:1 as g COD⁻¹) were inoculated with granules from a full-scale (1700 litre) mesophilic UASB bioreactor-fed wastewater from a potato-processing plant (Visser et al., 1991). The experimental laboratory bioreactors were run for 2 to 4 weeks after inoculation at 38 °C and then the temperature was increased to achieve thermophilic conditions in 3 h 15 min (this was considered day 1 for the purpose of sample designation). This work focuses on granules obtained 4 months after increasing the temperature from 38 to 55 °C and which are referred to as 4-month thermophilic granules. For comparison, other samples from the same bioreactor were examined (collected 10 d before and 7 d after the temperature shift), as well as samples from the inoculum granules and from the other laboratory bioreactors also run under thermophilic conditions for several months.

**Methods**

**Granules.** A series of 5 litre laboratory-scale UASB bioreactors with acetate/propionate/butyrate (3:1:1 as g COD⁻¹) were inoculated with granules from a full-scale (1700 litre) mesophilic UASB bioreactor-fed wastewater from a potato-processing plant (Visser et al., 1991). The experimental laboratory bioreactors were run for 2 to 4 weeks after inoculation at 38 °C and then the temperature was increased to achieve thermophilic conditions in 3 h 15 min (this was considered day 1 for the purpose of sample designation). This work focuses on granules obtained 4 months after increasing the temperature from 38 to 55 °C and which are referred to as 4-month thermophilic granules. For comparison, other samples from the same bioreactor were examined (collected 10 d before and 7 d after the temperature shift), as well as samples from the inoculum granules and from the other laboratory bioreactors also run under thermophilic conditions for several months.

**Histochemistry.** Thin sections of granules were prepared from blocks as per standard procedures (Culling et al., 1985; Luna, 1968) with minor modifications. A 1 ml vol. of wet granules was fixed in 10 ml of Telly's solution for 8 h. The fluid was then removed by filtering the granules through a piece of medical gauze on top of a beaker. The fixed granules were then transferred, using a spatula, onto a piece of tissue paper. The tissue paper was then folded until the granules were completely surrounded. The granules were then transferred to a Histo-Prep capsule (Fisher Scientific) and placed in 70% (v/v) ethanol for 6 h. Next, the granules were dehydrated and waxed in an automated Autotechnicon Ultra (Technicon Instruments). Following this process, the tissue paper was removed and the granules were embedded in paraffin (Amerifin Tissue Embedding Medium, Stephens Scientific Division of Cornwell Corp.) in tissue-embedding moulds topped with an Histo-Prep embedding ring (Fisher Scientific) using a tissue-embedding centre (Tissue Tek II System, Miles Laboratories). Sections (5 μm) were obtained from cooled blocks using a model 820 microtome (American Optical). The ribbon of cut sections was placed on a tissue-floating bath (Boekel) and then collected on the circles of printed glass SIA-slides (Cel-Line Associates) (Macario & Conway de Macario, 1985) with heavy Telfon coating and three circles 14 mm across per slide. The sections were fixed to the slides by drying at 60 °C for 2 h, which also removed part of the wax. The rest of the wax was removed using a clearing-area device (Tissue Tek II). The sections were then stained with either one or another of these procedures: haematoxylin/eosin, Gram (Brown and Brenns'), periodic acid/Schiff (PAS) and silver impregnation (Grocott's) following standard protocols (Luna, 1968).

**Antibody probes and immunohistochemistry.** The same comprehensive panel of calibrated antibody probes (Macario & Conway de Macario, 1983, 1985) for reference species (Balch et al., 1979; Boone & Whitman, 1988) used for quantification of methanogens in previous work (Macario & Conway de Macario, 1988) was utilized for immunohistochemistry in thin sections following published procedures (Culling et al., 1985). The results reported here were obtained using indirect immunofluorescence with the probes for *Methanobrevibacter thermoautotrophicum* ΔH, *Methanobrevibacter arboriphilus* TM1, *Methanomethrix soehngenii* Opfikon, *Methanobrevibacter arboriphilus* AZ and *Methanobrevibacter smithii* AL1 (because in our previous study the predominant methanogens found in cell suspensions from the 4-month thermophilic granules were antigenically related to these five reference organisms). An antibody probe for *Methanosarcina barkeri* W was also used because the sarcina found in cell suspensions from the granules before the temperature shift was antigenically related to this reference organism.

**Microscopy and microphotography.** Thin sections stained by the methods given above, or reacted with the antibody probes or negative control reagents (indirect immunofluorescence) were examined and photographed with a Zeiss Axiohot microscope (Carl Zeiss) using either bright-field or epifluorescence illumination, and 20 x, 40 x and 100 x objectives. Microphotographs were taken using either Kodachrome 64 ASA, or Ektachrome 400 ASA for immunofluorescence. The sections were examined to record overall structure as well as details, particularly abundance and morphology of microbes and microbial colonies. A careful comparison was made between the 4-month thermophilic granules and those obtained before the temperature shift or just 1 week after it, to detect changes in general structure and details that might have been set in motion by the rise in temperature.
Results

Overall structure of 4-month thermophilic granules

Fig. 1(a) shows the major features of the structure of the granule: a core or medulla surrounded by a wide peripheral zone or cortex. Thin, dense layers encircle the granule and the medulla. All these features were observed not only in granules maintained under thermophilic conditions, but also in those grown under mesophilic conditions, as shown below. Fig. 1(a) also shows two morphological details, i.e. a spongy texture and microbial colonies sitting on the surface, typical of the granules grown at 55 °C for 4 months.

The general structural features demonstrated in Fig. 1(a) were observed in all thin sections examined, although some variations of detail did occur. For example, occasionally the medulla was subdivided into two or three lobes by dense layers branching off the layer separating the medulla from the cortex (Fig. 1b) and...
areas of homogeneous material were observed in the medulla or, less often, in the cortex.

**Microbial groups shown by general stains in 4-month thermophilic granules**

Sitting on the outer layer of all granules were dense colonies flat and elongated with thicker zones resembling mounds that were more clearly evident in haematoxylin/eosin stained sections (Fig. 1a). Also present in all granules was another conspicuous type of microbial colony that appeared with an elongated shape of various thicknesses, growing in the plane of cleavage between layers concentric to the medulla (Fig. 1b). Close to, or within this latter type of colony, methanosarcinas formed packets, or a net of cellular cords.

**Methanogens demonstrated with antibody probes in 4-month thermophilic granules**

All the observations below, as well as those described in the other sections of Results, were confirmed with granules from three different bioreactors run under thermophilic conditions.

*Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum*. This methanogen, antigenically related to the reference strain ΔH, formed, in all granules examined, two types of colony: one type sitting on the surface of the granule and appearing as a flat layer and/or mounds, and a second type appearing as elongated half-moons, in between the concentric layers of the granule (Fig. 2a). These colonies were also visible in hematoxylin/eosin-stained sections (see Fig. 1a, b). Both the outer and inner colonies adhered to the adjacent structural layer of the granule. If the outer layer was torn away, the colony went with it (Fig. 2b) (note the integrity of the outermost layer even after separation from the granule, indicative of a well-defined and firm, flat structure like a capsule; also note the adherence of the bacterial colony to the capsule). If the granule was overstretched, inner colonies split in two with the halves sticking to each adjacent layer (Fig. 2c). This suggests a strong adherence of the bacterial colony to the surrounding layers.

*Methanosarcina*. The Methanosarcina species, antigenically closely related to *M. thermophila* TM1, appeared in all granules as globular aggregates of packets, usually in the outer portion of the cortex (Fig. 3a), or as a net of cellular cords in the medulla and, more frequently, in the cortex (Fig. 3b). Packets and cords were found closely associated with colonies of the methanogen related to *Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum* ΔH (see Fig. 1b).

*Methanothrix*. The methanogen antigenically related to the reference organism *M. soehngenii* Opfikon was found in bundles occupying mostly the interstices of the cortex of all granules. Fig. 3(c) shows short and very short pieces of the *Methanothrix* rods resulting from the cross-sectioning of the bundles that have been recognized by the probe and can be seen in between cords of unreactive material. The latter could be an intercellular substance and/or other microbial species.

*Methanobrevibacter arborphilus*. The methanogen antigenically related to *M. arborphilus* AZ formed, in all granules, a lawn of evenly distributed cells of variable densities throughout portions of the cortex and extending into the medulla (Fig. 3d). The presence of this methanogen was limited to small areas of the thin sections, and to only a fraction of the latter.

*Methanobrevibacter smithii*. The methanogen antigenically related to the reference strain ALI formed a lawn similar to that shown in Fig. 3(d), but sparser. It was observed in all granules in restricted areas of only a fraction of the thin sections examined, occupying predominantly the cortex and outer medulla.

**Comparison of 4-month thermophilic granules with other granules**

Neither mesophilic granules grown in the same or different substrate as the 4-month thermophilic granules, nor granules grown in the same substrate at the same temperature (i.e. 55 °C), but for only 1 week, showed the colonies described above (see Figs 1–3). The granules that had been maintained for only 1 week in acetate/propanoate/butyrate at 55 °C presented, in rare sections, small colonies of *Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum* (which were undetectable before the temperature raise from 38 to 55 °C). These small colonies were thin and flat, and located on the surface of the granule, or were little groups of cells located in the cortex (not shown). Both types of incipient colonies represented the initial stages of the much larger, denser and more numerous colonies observed 4 months later (see Fig. 2).

The colonies of the methanosarcina antigenically closely related to *Methanosarcina thermophila* TM1, which were so conspicuous in the granules maintained at 55 °C for 4 months (Figs 1b, 3a, b), were very rare in the mesophilic granules and in those maintained at 55 °C for only a week. Instead, in these granules, small colonies of cells closely related to the reference organism *Methanosarcina barkeri* W were observed. The majority of these colonies were formed by the single-celled phenotype characteristic of strain W (not shown).

The mesophilic granules, and the granules maintained under thermophilic conditions for only 1 week, showed a more compact fabric than that of the 4-month thermo-
Fig. 2. (a) Panoramic view of a cross-section of a 4-month thermophilic granule showing an inner colony (IC) and surface colonies (SC) characteristic of the methanogen antigenically related to Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum. (b) The surface layer (SL) of the granule has been torn away from the cortex carrying with it a surface colony (SC). (c) Split inner colony (IC); the colony halves adhere onto the corresponding supporting layers that have been separated from each other by overstretching. Indirect immunofluorescence with an antibody probe for strain AH. Bars: 20 μm (a); 2.5 μm (b, c).
philic granules. The latter granules (see Fig. 1a, b) showed many elongated cavities. Instead, the thin sections of mesophilic granules showed circular cavities most likely representing the cross-section of tubes running through the outer half of the cortex (Fig. 4a), and having round cells inside (Fig. 4b). These 'tubes' disappeared rapidly following the temperature shift from 38 to 55 °C, and were barely discernible 1 week thereafter (results not shown).

All these differences in texture and details of organization between the granules maintained for 4 months under thermophilic conditions and other granules were confirmed in all specimens examined, and were manifest regardless of the staining method used – haematoxylin/eosin, Gram, PAS and silver impregnation. The latter method showed a profusion of filaments mostly in the cortex of both mesophilic and 4-month thermophilic granules, but in an irregular, curly arrangement in the former (Fig. 5a), as opposed to a somewhat more organized disposition in layers in the 4-month thermophilic granules, (Fig. 5b). In the latter figure, it can be seen that the filaments formed a lax arrangement running concentric to the medulla and delimiting elongated empty spaces typical of the spongy structure of the 4-month thermophilic granules. Cocci are scattered amidst the filaments. No circular array of cocci inside 'tubes', like those typical of mesophilic granules, is discernible. In Fig. 5(a), the 'tubes' with round cells inside typical of mesophilic granules (see Fig. 4b) can be distinguished amidst the filaments. Likewise, the surface colonies (formed by the methanogen related to Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum ΔH; see Fig. 2b) characteristic of the 4-month thermophilic granules were discernible in a space dissected between the filaments and the outermost layer (Fig. 5c). Note the clear-cut limits of the colony and its extensive contact with the filaments, which do not penetrate the colony.

Both types of granules showed a denser band bounding the cortex on the outside formed by filaments closely intertwined (Fig. 5a, b). This band corresponds to the outer layer or capsule demonstrated by other methods (see, e.g., Figs 1a and 2b).

Fig. 3. Fourth-month thermophilic granules. (a, b) Methanosarcina colonies in the outer zone of the cortex demonstrated by indirect immunofluorescence using an antibody probe for Methanosarcina thermophila TM1. The colony in (a) is formed by packets and aggregates thereof, whereas the colony in (b) is constituted of cellular cords, like those in Fig. 1(b), P and L, respectively. Bars, 5 μm. (c) Detail of the cortex shown by indirect immunofluorescence with an antibody probe for Methanothrix soehngenii Opfikon. Bar, 5 μm. (d) Sparse lawn of the methanogen antigenically related to Methanobrevibacter arboriphilus on adjacent areas of the cortex and medulla demonstrated by indirect immunofluorescence with an antibody probe for strain AZ. Bar, 5 μm.
Fig. 5. (a) Detail of the cortex of a mesophilic granule, near the surface, showing many filaments of fibres in a curly, irregular distribution with a few scattered small cocci and two large circular arrays of cocci (arrows) corresponding to the 'tubes' with cells inside shown in Fig. 4. (b) Detail of the cortex of a thermophilic granule, near the surface, to be compared with a similar zone of a mesophilic granule shown in (a). (c) Surface colony (SC) like those shown in Fig. 2 (a, h) but larger, in between the filaments and the outermost layer of the granule. Silver impregnation; bars, 5 μm.
Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a 4-month thermophilic granule. (a) Matrix onto which methanogens are lodged. Although the matrix has been drawn as a loose net only in the frontal section, it is probably denser and spans the whole granule being formed by microbes and intercellular substance. HM, homogeneous material. (b) Reconstructed tridimensional aggregates or bundles for the following methanogenic subpopulations: *Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum*, surface and inner colonies (SC and IC, respectively); *Methanosarcina thermophila*, packets (P) and cellular cords (L); *Methanothrix* rods (Mx), bundles of more or less intertwined filaments; *Methanobrevibacter arboriphilus* (Ma), clouds that appear as more or less dense lawns in cross-section; and *Methanobrevibacter smithii* (Ms), thin clouds that show up as sparse lawns in cross-section. Although *Methanothrix* rods are drawn in only two areas, they are more generalized.
Discussion

A shift from mesophilic to thermophilic conditions brought about changes in the methanogenic subpopulations and the granular structure: 4 months after the temperature shift, the granules showed typical features. These are summarized graphically in Fig. 6 with a tridimensional perspective reconstructed from examining thin-sections cut at different angles. The architecture of the granules is represented to include a supporting matrix (Fig. 6a) for the methanogenic subpopulations, probably formed by other microbes and intercellular material, and two major zones, cortex and medulla, with layers bounding them. A layered structure has also been described for another granular consortium examined using scanning electron microscopy (MacLeod et al., 1990).

The standard histochemical techniques showed not only these basic features, but also microbial groups, some of which corresponded to the methanogenic subpopulations demonstrated by the antibody probes in immunohistochemical preparations and represented in Fig. 6(b).

The data suggest that although the original mesophilic granules served as a carrier and support for the growth of thermophilic organisms, the granular compactness diminished after 4 months under thermophilic conditions. Since changes were not detectable after passing the granules from the donor bioreactor into the experimental bioreactors, but only after the temperature shift of the latter, the role of substrate change in causing structural modifications must have been much less important than the increase in temperature. This would tend to indicate that thermophilic start-up of UASB bioreactors using mesophilic granules as inoculum will not result, under continuing thermophilic conditions, in an enhancement of the granulation process leading to a compact microbial arrangement.

Fig. 6 reflects the salient, most common features observed, and represents the basic structure shared by all the 4-month thermophilic granules studied. However, a certain heterogeneity was detected, inasmuch as a small minority of granules departed in some details from the norm. Perhaps not enough time had elapsed after the temperature shift to allow for the selection of a single type of granule. Also, one might expect certain differences between newly formed and old stages of the same type of granule. Earlier studies of granular sludge using electron microscopy have shown details of discrete colonies, bundles of Methanothrix rods and close associations between different species embedded in a matrix with homogeneous material and fibrous structures (Dubourguier et al., 1988). Some of the methanogens and syntrophs were identified by immunoelectron microscopy with specific antisera in confined sectors of the colonies (Prensier et al., 1988). Our findings provide new insights into the actual size and location of methanogenic subpopulations with regard to the granule as a whole. The data indicate that the UASB granules have evolved a complex structure, presumably to achieve more efficient syntrophic associations, and that they can respond to environmental changes. Undoubtedly, these granules represent a challenging target for elucidating molecular and genetic mechanisms involved in the formation of multicellular structures by primitive life forms (i.e. methanogenic archaeobacteria).

Other noteworthy features of our work were: (i) the observation of two distinct colony types of sarcina, matching those identified in axenic cultures undergoing phenotypic conversion (Mayerhofer et al., 1990); and (ii) the agreement between the quantities of each methanogenic species determined in cell suspensions from disrupted granules (Visser et al., 1991), and the frequency and size of the corresponding colonies observed in thin sections using antibody probes (this report). While cell counts provided accurate quantitative data, immunohistochemistry corroborated in a general way those data and, most importantly, showed the location and distribution of each methanogenic subpopulation. Such a dual approach, if extended to include the use of probes for the other microbes in the consortium and to encompass immunochemo and biochemical analyses of intercellular material (Dubourguier et al., 1988; Prensier et al., 1988), should reveal the complete tridimensional arrangement and composition of the consortium and should provide clues concerning its formation and physiology.
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